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SBA Ignores
AppointDlent Process
.fk

by William H. Schladt
you can act as a representative to
The Student Bar Association
the student body."
recently' appointed students to
This year, six people applied
faculty committees in a process
for the three positions on the
that did not conform with the 'Faculty
Appointments
Comprocess stated on the application
mittee. Susan Bastress, Ann
forms which interested students
Condon, and Randy Seelig were
were asked to fill out. The form
appointed to the Committee
states: "Appointments will be without interviewing any of the
made on the basis of this written
other candidates.
application and an interview."
SBA President Carlos DelValle
No interviews were conducted for
admitted that the SBA did not
the appointments to the Cominterview any of the other canmittee of Faculty Recruitment,
didates but stated, "In conHiring, Appointment,
Tenure,
sidering equal candidates, we owe
and Promotion.
it to the ones who had worked for
One of the most important
us in the past."
duties of the SBA is to appoint
Susan
Bastress
as SBA
student representatives to faculty
President last year had been
committees. The selection process
intimately involved in the apbegins with the announcement Q.f_, pointments process. Ann Condon
positions which are open. Inhad
worked
on
faculty
'terested students fill out a two evaluations last year. Randy
page application. Interviews are
Seelig had been on the Faculty
conducted when more students
Appointments
Committee last
apply for a position then there are
year.
openings. The interviews and
"I don't want the students to
selections are made by the SBA think that I am just appointing
President and one other SBA my buddies without considering
representative, this' year Day
qualifications.
The
Faculty
Vice-President
Kimberly
Appointments Committee is the
Bloodworth.
most prestigious. . . and people
The application form clearly just have to work their way up the
states the criteria for selection:
ranks," explained Del Valle.
"It is our belief that all students
One SBA Representative when
in the law school are basically
asked about the process for
qualified to serve on these
selecting students on the comcommittees. The major criteria
mittees answered
with one
for selection are (1) commitment
word- "Nepotism!"
to being an effective participant
The controversy surrounding
on a faculty committee, (2) the selection process surfaced
flexibility of your schedule to
when Michael Rips who had
allow participation, and (3) past
applied for the Appointments
experience and degree to which
Committee asked Del Valle why
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They are off and running at The Mike Cooley Memorial Run

he had not interviewed him, Rips
felt that the selection process did
not
fully
consider
the
qualifications of the student for
the job. "[The SBA President's]
contention that the people appointed were qualified is not
relevant. The point is that the
process of appointment is undemocratic,"
according
to
Michael Rips.
Continued on page 9

by William H. Schladt
Bob Woodward, editor of The
Washington Post and the co-author of The Brethren, a scathing look inside the Supreme
Court, spoke to students from
The National Law Center on
Monday, October 13. In his
speech and in answer to questions
afterward, Woodward criticized
the traditional advocacy method
in law, lambasted the press for the
"stinky" job it has done covering
the election, and endorsed the
idea of placing a non-lawyer on
the Supreme Court.
The reaction of the legal profession to The Brethren somewhat
surprised Bob Woodward. Lawyers responded with the classic
""'-"
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Lst Ye'ar Election Snafu

by William H. Scbladt
Section 14 went to the- polls
three times to elect their first year
representatives to the Student Bar
Association in an election riff
with controversy. The first poll
was invalidated by a violation of
the election rules by one of the
candidates. The second election
ended in a tie, Ron Zdrojeski beat
out Paul Spina in a third and
final run-off election.
The first election was held invalid when one candidate was,
found to have handed out leaflets
on election day - contrary to the
rules, the SBA election rules were
tual scandal."
posted on the SBA bulletin board
"Oh,
my God!"
argument,
As an example of the disadvan- on the second floor of Stockton
screaming that the book underHall.
mines the principles of legal rea- -tage of secret decision making,
soning by intimating that the Su- Woodward
explained
how
Although
the
SBA
has
preme Court sometimes, if not Warren Burger changed Supreme promulgated these rules for the
'often, bases its opinion on gut, Court policy in relation to pri- elections, there are no sanctions
reaction and emotional tyranny.
soner petitions to the Supreme for violation of the rules. Ac"The book shows that there is a Court. Earl Warrenhad made it a cording to Paul Schraeter, the
role, if not a dominant role, for policy to instruct law clerks to SBA representative
delegated
passion in judicial decision," said scrutinize prisoner petitions care- authority to run the election, the
Woodward, "and this is probably
fully and try to find a proper legal SBA decided to hold another
the way it should be."
argument. Burger told his clerks election without excluding anyone
Bob Woodward is deeply dis- that if a prisoner could not make for an inadvertent violation of the
turbed by the way in which the a legal argument, then his petition. rules.
American judicial system cloaks
does not deserve to be considered.
The second election was also
the decision making process in The effect of this policy was to shrouded with problems. The
secrecy. "The system of explain- take away the prisoner's lawyer in election was not announced 'ahead '
ing the law is not very honest."
the Court' without telling anyone.
of time.. There is an unanswered
Woodward feels that although the
The opinion of a man who lives question of whether or not some
system may work on a practical
and breathes the printers ink is persons who are not in section 14
level, it is in reality an "intellecContinued on page 12
voted in the second election. The
, .','
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,.second election. wa~ held in Cri~
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Woodward Speaks at Marvin Center

see page 12for the story

minal Law class which has a
number of students from another
section.
Two of the candidates allege
that they were threatened by an
SBA member if they tried to make
too much out of the situation.
(See letters - page 2) SBA President Carlos Del Valle said that the
election problem had not been
handled well but that there was no
intention to treat anyone unfairly.
Del Valle stated that one SBA
member had become a little excited about the situation and
asked the two candidates not to
make trouble.
On Tuesday, October 28, SBA
.president Carlos Del Valle asked
Joseph
Hoffman
for
his
resignation. Hoffman submitted
his resignation. However, Del
Valle decided to confer with the
two aggrieved parties before
accepting his resignation.
After a conference between Del
Valle, Hoffman, Cathy Taub,
and Paul Spina, the misunderstanding was resolved. Cathy
Taub said that she did not intend
to force Hoffman's resignation.
The parties agreed that it was
unnecessary for Hoffman to
resign. Instead, the SBA will
work on better, more effective
rules for the elections. The next
issue of The Advocate will include
an explanation of the new rules,

Pallc two •

Letters:

Unethical Handling of Electioll

editorial
Appointments
The SBA has failed miserably to live up to the expectations of the
students in the process of appointing persons to positions on faculty
committees.
Law students should be acutely aware of the importance of folIowing the necessary procedures in their actions.
In rectifying the problem, the SBA should not decide to simply
eliminate the interviewing process. The SBA must fulIy consider alI
the qualifications of a student for a position on a faculty committee.
While there is no question that the students appointed were qualified
for the position, alI students should expect to get equal consideration.

Presidential Election
The day of reckoning draws near. On November 4, Voters wiII
have to make it decision. Who wiII be our next president? How do
we assess the candidates?
Ronald Reagan is the master of the simple, straightforward,
and
direct answer. The problem is that the issues today are highly complex, and there are no simple solutions. Despite Reagan's campaign
commercials, being governor of the state of California does not prepare a man to be president. Besides, who can vote for a man who
thinks trees a major cause of polIution?
However, Ronald Reagan is not a dangerous man. The presidency
is a great equalizer. After alI, the virulent anti-communist,
Richard
Nixon, opened the doors to renewed relationships with Communist
China.
Jimmy Carter, the good old boy of the South, has managed to
survive four years in office without getting us into World War III or
another Great Depression. The Carter administration
has developed
a kind of push-me pull-you policy in such vital-areas as defense, the
economy, and nuclear energy. The record of the Carter administration can be summed up in one word - incompetent.
Yet, Jimmy Carter has managed to pulI a few victories out of his
four years in the White House. The success of the Camp David
agreements can only be attributed to the tenacity of Jimmy Carter.
Under the tutelage of the Carter administration,
our vital relationships with the Third World countries of Central and South America
have been vastly improved. These limited successes have been overshadowed by failure in other areas of foreign and domestic policy.
During 20 years in Congress, John Anderson has produced a
record that is inconsistant and ambiguous at best. Anderson has zigzagged through the maze of political life, straddling the line between
his conscience and political reality. His positions on the economy,
energy and the environment have been unimpressive.
John Anderson's saving grace is his sincerity and intelligence. He
has proved wiIIing to stick to his guns on positions such as the 50
cent per galIon tax on gasoline-a
position that surely has not
helped his standing in the polIs. Anderson has shown that he is wiIIing to assess and reassess his policies and learn from his mistakes.
Jimmy Carter has proved that he is not competent enough to hold
the position of President of the United States. Ronald Reagan has
failed to prove that he is capable of handling the job. John Anderson has the intelligence to formulate policy and implement his
goals. John Anderson deserves to be the next Pr~sident of the
United States.

The next issue of The Advocate will be the last issue for thf:
'semester.
The deadline for articles and letters is November 14.
The paper will be issued on November 19.
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Criminal
Law class were not
members of Section 14. No instructions were given telling them
not to vote. Whether they did or
not remains a mystery. If, however, even one of those persons
voted, the election results might
have changed decisively.
As it

Electoral Opprobrium
As Cathy Taub outlined in her
" letter, the SBA conducted the first
year student representative
election on October 8. The legitimacy
of the balIoting in section 14 was
called into question on the basis
of an alIeged campaign violation.
As a result, the balIot was invalidated. Two subsequent
balIots
were necessary to elect a represen'tative from the section. The actions of the SBA election committee in conducting the election· and
the conduct of certain other SBA
officials afterwards
raise questions of impropriety.
I concur
with Cathy's analysis and would
like to emphasize some points of
my own.
First, the second balIot was
invalid for the reasons
Cathy

mentioned.
She should- not have
been excluded from the final ballot on the basis of an invalid ballot.
The second balIot should have.
been announced
prior to being
conducted.
Further,
the people
responsible should have taken the
time to insure a proper balIot. Instead, to avoid postponing
the
scheduled SBA meeting, the election committee opted to proceed
with haste.
The SBA meeting had to be
postponed anyway.
So the only result of the election committee's
hurry was to
bring ridicule on the election process, the SBA, and worse, on section 14 itself.
Just prior to the third balIot,

members of section 14 questioned
the committee's representatives as
to how the elections were being
conducted.
When one student
voiced his opinion as to the unfairness of the proceedings,
he
was told to "just vote." The SBA
response was "there is a time and
place to 'complain and this isn't
it" and "put it in writing." Have.
our representatives
become our
adversaries?
Secondly,
the
attitudes
exhibited
by SBA officials not
directly involved in the election
process ranged from disavowal to
hostility. When approached
with
questions concerning
the ballot,
one 'SBA
official
refused to
acknowledge
the problem or answer questions. She didn't want to
know anything about it.
An SBArep. had
approached
Cathy and me while we were disbody's life a great deal easier. It cussing the situation
in the limight even mean that you can do brary. He warned us that there
some research on a Sunday night might be personal repercussions if
(or any other night for that mat- we pursued the matte!' further. He
ter) without
having
to poke also stated that the SBA simply
. through the four foot high piles should have left section 14 withof books on the first floor tables out representation,
since the secand on the various
copying
tion wasn't able to elect a repremachines. Please, next time you sentative on its own.
use a library book reshelve itIt seems repugnant to me that
we'll all benefit as a result.
when told to complain in writing
Laurie Newman
we are threatened if we try to do
so. And when the purpose
of
student government is representation, the threat of being left without that representation
for preOn November 1st, at 9:00 p.m.
senting "difficulties"
means there
Phi Delta Phi members wiII host
is no real presentation.
yet another
s,ocial event-this
In conclusion,
let me just say
time, a Halloween party in celethat I am in no way challenging
bration
of the holiday.
Beer,
the final outcome of my contest
wine, and other beverages wiII be
with Ron. The section chose Ron
provided. Thurston Hall; 1900 F
as
its
representative
and
I
St" wiII be the place-check
congratulate
him. My purpose in
bulletin board for details! See you
writing has been to bring to light
there!
the unethical
handling
of this
Kimberly Bloodworth
election.
Historian
Paul Spina

Shelve 'Em

Basement, Bacon Hall
2POO H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.c.10052
Tel. (20~) 676-732S

David Danner
Manaalnl Editor

Perhaps
by now th~s issue
seems a bit stale. Wha~ With more
than
two weeks - having passed
..
since SBA elections were held, the
. S .
14
.,
e~tlreh' ectlon , sbce~ano ISf~ncient istory. Th IS eing my irst
chance to reach a mass audience,
.
hit
I address the Issue nevert e ess.
.
t
inform
and
M y purpose IS 0 I
perhaps, to prevent. To prevent,
thai is, an incident in the future
from resembling that which trans'pired
this October.
Ron Zdrojeski, Paul Spina, and I ran for
Section ~4 represe~tative.
After
the election, m which Ron won
with t~enty-thre~ votes, and Paul
and I tied ~fth mneteen,. we were
told that s~nce the, election ru~es
had been VIOlated, instead of disqual~fying the violator,
a new
election would be held.
Unf~rtuna~ely,
we were .not
~old th,lS until the next morm~g,
Immediately
before the elect~on
was to be conducted. No warmng
h db'
If I h d
t a
.a
een g,lven.
a no arnved .ten mmutes late to c!ass that
rnormng, after the e,lectlOn was
held, I ~ould have o~jected to the
proceedings, The gripe? At least
four, maybe more persons in the

1980 the Advocate
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In response to my questiorung
was, Ro~ and Paul had tied 24- the procedure,
I was told that a
24~ I received 20 votes.
representative
was needed fast for
Wh atever t hee Sl
sit ua tilon, th e la c k a Thursday night meeting . I .was
f
.
. tifi d b
an told that the committee wanted to
0
warmng,
JUS I Ie
y
,
SBA rep., who had been delegated
be fair and deci~ed not to _~IShori
th
I ti
as qualify the candidate
who VIOahut '?fn~y t~,run
e e eCblo~s, I
lated the election rules Read' our
e
arrest
way, was 0 VIOUSY
•
•
.
fai
G'
th
I
election rules are meaningless,
quite un air.
iven
e
c
oseness
I .
d . .
of the e ecnon, . a~y
evianon
Is that any way to run an elecfrom SBA constitutional
proce-·
tion?
dure could have altered the reObviously
not. I have risked
suits.
the resurrection
of a potentialIy
Despite inild protest before the
dead issue to say so.
I fin d
third "run-off"
elections by some
this
unwillingness to be recepslightly disturbed, if not confused
tive to an event whose misstudents,
the election was admanagement
was enough awry to
ministered
in a different
class,
evoke
questioning
from
the
this time with instructions
given
students
themselves,
'morally
to those students who were not
reprehensible.
When the ear of
officially in
Section 14, to
the student body becomes deaf to
refrain from voting. The point
its suggestions,
and an officer is
was not understood.
Since such
actually hostile, that is the time at
instructions were not given before
which to disavow silence and risk
the second election, that vote was
whatever uncomfortableness
or
S
k'
f
h SBA
'
. '
invalid.
pea mg or t e
,opprobnum,
that may anse by a
the upperclassman
who distripublic disclaimer.
buted the ballots heard the disMy desire is not to make a
gruntlement,
but
passed
off
blanket
condemnation
of the
responsibility,
advising
any
SBA. N or is it to challenge
d .
. . h .
,
~,
.
.
bothered stu ents to voice t elf
Ron Zd roje sk i s u ltirn ate VIC
complaints.
tory. Rather, it is to request an
And so I voice my complaint.
efficient election process in the
Banal it may seem to some. After
future, and a less defensive attiall, judging by this travesty of an
tude for the time being.
election process, the SBA Election'
Committee
itself does not take
Cathy E. Taub
seriously the process of electing a
representative.

I think it's time, once again, for
someone to complain about how
inconsiderate many of the library
users are. We are all aware of the
frustration
of not being able to
find a case or article because the
volume is not on the shelf. Why
then do so many people fail to re_ shelve ~heir books? It's not a
difficult or time consuming task.
If e~h person reshelved his or her
own books, it would make every-

Phi Delta Phi News
On October 27th, the members
of the John Marshall Inn here at
the National Law Center were invited across the Potomac into Virginia to attend a reception welcoming the Phi Delta Phi members at the new William Pow elI
Inn at George Mason University.
Mr. Justice Powell attended the
reception,
and Phi Delta Phi
members from several area law
schools were on hand to welcome
,him.
.,

Pale three

SBA Focuses on Placement
/
by Lise Lapidus
GWUSA, presented the SBA with
The SBA began its October
a report on the status of the gene16th meeting by welcoming the
ral budget and explained that the
new first year representatives and
tuition' for the National Law
reiterating the duties of SBA
Center will continue to increase
members. These include atS600 per year, bringing the 1980tendance at all meetings unless
81 tuition to S5300 for day
excused, and duty in the SBA
students. Night student rates have
office one hour per week. The not yet been determined.
new representatives were inThere is a vacancy in the NLC's
formed that they will assume reSenate representation which will
sponsibility for the Book Exbe filled by election or appointchange in Spring of 1981, since ment.
first year students primarily take
Placement Committee
advantage of the service.
A lengthy discussion ensued as
In his treasurer's report, Joey the members discussed the newly
Hoffman explained where the formed
Placement
Advisory
SBA acquires its funds. The Law Committee. The Committee was
Center provides S12,500 and conceived by Dean Barron and '
GWUSA provides S3,500 (which SBA President Del Valle in order
doesn't includeS2000 from the to improve the services of the
Program Board for Orientation), Placement Center to the students.
for an operating budget of It is composed of Lynn -Hiner
S16,OOOfor 1980-81. Each first (Placement
Director) Theresa
year section has been allocated Schwartz (assistant Dean of
S1.25 per student forget-acStudents), and students Mary
quainted type functions;' Section
Eno, Joey Hoffman,
Grace
15 has already used its money for Vetners, and 'Brent Weingardt.
a wine and cheese party. In addiThe function of the Committee,
tion, all student groups have been as stated by Del Valle, is to identifunded.
fy the strengths and weaknesses
Bob Claude, Senator from of the Placement Center with the

Writers Itch?
At its XXII Conference to be sion of papers are:
held in Quito,Ecuador,
March
Language: English, Spanish,
14-20, 1981, the Inter-American
Portuguese or French
Bar Association will give cash
Length: Not to exceed 4,500
awards for 3 outstanding papers words
presented by law students on any
Deadline: February 2, 1981
of the following topics:
Number oj copies: 5 (Five) to
1. Legal aspects of develop- be forwarded as follows:
ment of energy in the Western
- Original and 2 copies to: Dr:
.Hernisphere
John O. Dahlgren, Secretary Gen2. Current legal problems of, eral, Inter-American Bar AssociaLatin American integration
tion - 1730 K Street, N.W., Suite
' "3. Iriferamericancooperation'
-#3l5;Washington, D.C. 20006 ' ,
in obtaining evidence in civil and
,~2'copies
to: Dr. Frederico
commercial matters
Callizo Nicora - Alberdi 320, Piso
The awards will consist 0£S300 3, Of. 302, Asuncion" Paraguay
for the best paper; S200 and SI00,
Format: Typed orprinted, with
respectively,
for the papers
covering page indicating the title,
awarded second and third place.
name and address of author, Law
The papers will be reviewed by
School, and that the paper is prea panel of 6 members from difpared for the "Law Student
ferent countries, mimed by the
Award" of the Inter-American
Council, and with the cooperation
Bar Association - XXII Conof the Secretary General and the
ference, Quito, Ecuador, March
General Rapporteur of the Asso14-20, 1981.
,
ciation. The recipients of the
For more information please
awards will be advised by this
contact Debbie Peterson at The
Executive Headquarters follow- Journal oj International Law and
ingthe Conference.
Economics in Room B-02 in the
The requirements for submis- basement of Bacon Hall.

H6-W ~~
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understanding that the weaknesses are to be improved; and to
improve the perception of the
Placement Center through increased publicity of the services it
does adequately provide. Del
Valle pointed out that although,
the Committee was not granted
investigatory powers to demand
records and documents, the SBA
is moving on the assumption that
the members will receive full
cooperation from the Placement
Office in this regard:
In the ensuing discussion, the
following objectives were identified:
1) Publication of a brochure to
explain services.
2) The need to keep .records in
order to monitor performance.
3) The need to include a wider
range of placement opportunities.
4) The advisability of expanding
alumni contacts.
5) Comparison with other placement office performances.
6) The need to professionalize our
services more.
Commencement
Finally, Don Mitchell presented
a Commencement
Committee
report and explained that after
considering
several possible
speakers,
Justice
William
Rehnquist was chosen by the
Committee. Due to protests from
a number of students, however,
the Committee will re-vote, If
Rehnquist receives the largest
number of votes, he will be asked
to speak, MitcheWstated that this
, was not intended to be a political
.statement, but that the Committee simply wanted a national
figure who is both interesting and
controversial.
There were no unexcused
absences at the October 16th
meeting which was adjourned at
IOp.m.
'

Lawyers Guild
The DC Chapter of the National Lawyers Guild, whose
members are dedicated to linking
their legal work to' the movement
for social change, invites lawyers,
law students, and legal workers to
their fall festival, Saturday,
November 15, 1980 at 8 p.m. The
festival will feature old-timey
music by "Hambone Sweets" and
square-dancing and clogging. It
will be held in Myers Hall, Room
G7 at the American University,
with a small donation at the door.
Call 293-7621.

What happens after law school? Do you get that first job and stay
with it? Or do things remain unclear then as they appear now?
Recently, I have had occasion to talk with some graduates of our
law school who are practicing in different parts of the country.
These graduates have been "out" for five to ten years. How do they
look at what they are doing? Their answers have some meaning for
you who are in law school now.
A former colleague of mine at this law school said once that when
people applied to law schools they thought of law school as a career.
(After all, it's three years. That's a long time if you are in your twenties, as most law students are.) According to this law teacher, students start thinking about what they are going to do in their senior
year in law school and not in their first year.
A lot of the young lawyers I talked with say they wish they could
come back and take some different courses. One former student
who graduated about five years ago says she now finds that the one
thing she enjoys about her small practice in a western state is negotiating real estate deals. She has found that she is good at negotiating. In law school, she took courses in the clinical areas and in civil
rights and now finds that her practice and her interests have veered
far from those subjects. (She now wishes she had had the foresight
to take Jim Brown's Land Development Law.) She now would like
to join a large firm because she would like to work with other people
in the field in which she is interested. She would like to work with
some experts so she could learn and develop in her real estate specialty.
Another graduate of about the same time period says that he
spent a lot of time in law school training which he especially remembers. He started out his practice in the office of the local prosecutor
and was soon involved in one criminal trial after another. He said he
could't believe society was actually going to let him go in alone and
unattended and put on his first criminal trial. He said it didn't even
dawn on him to see a lawyer's role in a trial as he now sees it as the
Producing of a play. The idea that he should have a script of plot in
his head, he says, didn't occur to him,
He, said that if he hadn't had experience with our clinical programs here at the law school he wouldn't havebeen able to do it. As
it turned out, with the exposure to criminal trials he got as a law student, plus a lot of sympathetic. help from the trial court judges before whom he appeared, he is now a 'pretty good criminal attorriey.
Only one problem. Although he got good at prosecuting criminals,
he didn't like it. He has now switched over to defending the criminal
accused but doesn't find that much more satisfying. He looks at'
some of his law school courses as somewhat unrelated both' to law
and life. He mentioned courses where one decision was explained as
flowing from another as part ofa logical and coherent system. In his
criminal law work, he sees law as the result of a mix of politics and
the basic human emotions. -He thinks the "written law" has little to
do withwhat happens on the legal front lines and wishes there had
been greater emphasis in the law school than there was in the way
politics and human interaction influence the judicial process.
Another graduate some years back made a good deal of money in
'energy law working for a utility company. He has now switched
over to the environmental side where he works for the state. In his
state, the state has generally been pro-environmental. He is not a
fanatic about the environmental position, but he is more comfortable with that position than' he was with the position of the utility
company for whom he previously worked.
What can one conclude from these "passages" from the prosecutorial role to the defense role in criminal law or from the industry
role on energy issues to the environmental role? I note that many of
the "passages" don't inspire too much fervor. Perhaps, the capacity
for commitment is becoming ever more limited in our skeptical and
Continued

on page /2
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Review and Preview of Placement
Lynn M. Hiner
Every March the Placement Office submits a report on the previous year's graduates to the Na.tienal Association of Law Placement regarding types of positions
obtained and geographic locations. The March 1980 report
concerning 1979 graduates indicated that there were 315 who reported their positions. Employment was reported as follows:
Law firm practice 130; Federal
government 73; state and local
government 17; corporations 19;
Legal Services 8; public interest
organizations 8; accounting firms
5; judicial c1erkships 32; militarylegal 4; academic communities 8;
trade associations .7; public defender offices I; labor unions 3.
Among those graduates who reported their positions. 231 located

in the Northeast region, 30 in the
Great Lakes and Plains regions,
21 in the Southeast regions, 13 in
the Southwest region and 9 in the
West. More specific geographic
distribution of reporting 1979
graduates is as follows: Washington, D.C. 167, Maryland 19,
Massachusetts 4, New Jersey 4,
New York 26, Pennsylvania 6,
Rhode Island 3, Florida 3,
Georgia 3, Kentucky 2, Virginia
II, Illinois 13, Michigan 4,
. Minnesota 2, Ohio 9, Texas 8 and
California 8. One graduate located in each of the following
states: Connecticut, Maine, Alabama, Mississippi,
Missouri,
Wisconsin, Arizona, Colorado,
Idaho, New Mexico, Utah and
Washington.
The On-Campus Interviewing
Program that is currently going

summer law clerk positions, 200
on is serving 461 second, third
full-time
and 700. part-time law
and fourth year students who
have chosen to participate. Of clerk positions, 100 patent !aw
those that are participating, 299 opportunities, 200 new. ~ssoclate
different students (65070) have positions and 575 posItIons for
been granted interviews. During a experienced att.orneys.
sample, but typical, week we proA preview of what is to come in
cessed 2,500 student resumes placement:
through our system. Between the
November 20, 1980 from 10 to
first week of September and the
4 we will have our second Annual
middle of November we will have
Public Service Career Day at the
processed over. 20,000 resumes. _ Marvin Center. We have, in conDuring the week of October 6, for
junction with the other are law
example, there were 613 interschools, invited over 1100 governviews that took place here at the
ment agencies, public inte~est
Law Center. The employers that
organizations and legal services
are participating-range
from
offices to participate. Last year's
small to large private firms,
event was quite successful and we
government agencies, legal servanticipate this year's will be even
ices offices, corporations, District
better.
Attorney's Offices, public interest
During the coming academic
organizations, etc.
year we plan to conduct panels
We received a record number of
job listings last year including 300 and programs on the following

topics: How to Start Your Own
Practice; Practicing Law in the
Suburbs; Practicing Law on Wall
Street; Legislative Careers in the
Law; Opportunities in the Law:
Corporations,
Large Firms,
Small Firms, Government Agencies, Legal Services; Judicial
Clerkship Opportunities;
NonTraditional Careers in the Law'
Different Areas of the Law (Le:
antitrust,
labor, administrative
domestic relations, etc., with
attorneys from each specialty
speaking on their area of expertise.)
. There will be several workshops
during the coming school year
including How to be Interviewed,
Dress for Success, How to Prepare a Resume and How to Fill
Out a Form 171.
Wat~or
posted notices on all
these events.

SBA Committee Reports
Admissions Committee

missions to communicate their
interest in the admissions and recruitment policies of the Law
Center. Dean Stanek' appreciated
the SBA concern, and offered
with the basic information that
constitutes a starting point for the
information gathering phase. The
information consisted of the admissions reports for the past five
academic years. Included in those
reports were profiles of the
respective classes, profiles of the
"feeder" schools,' colleges from
which the Center has traditionally
drawn significant numbers of applicants and matriculants. Other
information can be obtained from
these reports also.

The SSA Admissions Committee met for the first time this 'year
to discuss its plans and objectives,
For the 1980-81 academic year,
the Committee will have as its
focus the generation of a clearer
understanding of the National
Law Center policies regarding admissions. To achieve this purpose
the members of the committee
arrived at a three phase program
of action.-The first will· be an
information
gathering program.
The second will be an evaluative,
while the third will entail offerring SB~ input to the Admissions
Committee,
based
on the
products of the first two phases.
In an effort to implement the - While this information does
first phase, members of the com- not present the most compremittee met with the Dean of Ad- hensive view of the admissions

.program, Dean Stanek in formed
the committee of his willingness
to meet with them to discuss other
aspects of the program.
Faculty . Tenure and
ments CommtUee

Appoint-

The eight member Faculty
Tenure and Appointments Committee has been meeting weekly
since the semester began to
evaluate potential candidates for
three full-time faculty' o~nings.
This year the Law School is
seeking applicants who are qualified to teach Constitutional Law,
Civil Procedure, and Commercial
Law. In addition, the Librat-y
Committee is interviewing six or
seven candidates for the Head Librarian position, which will be
open after Mr. Hugh Bernard

Lawyers' Bad Habits.
Prof. John Banzhaf
Lawyers drink more, smoke
more, take more risks while
driving, report more pressure on
their jobs, and are less satisified
with their practice than a comparable
group
of doctors.
Doctors tend to work longer
hours and to get slightly less
sleep, but fewer feel that they
work under high pressure and
more are "very happy" with their
work.
These, and the result which
follow, were recently reported in

the New England Journal of
Medicine:
• Doctors drink 2 or 3 times a
week and prefer wine. Lawyers
drink 4 to 6 times a week and
prefer beer.
• Only 14% of physicians
smoke while 20% of the lawyers
admitted to smoking.
• 74% of the physicians use
auto
seat
belts
at least
"sometimes" and 36% use thein
"all of the time," whereas 47%
of lawyers report never using
them.

• Almost half of the
rated the pressure in their
"high"; . only 37%
physicians
reported
pressure.

lawyers
'work as
of the
similar

• 63% of the physicians
report~~ t~emse~ves to be ;'very
happy WIth their practices; only
5·3% of the lawyers felt the same
way.
• Young lawyers seemed to be
the most discontented. They also
earned less money.

NEW AND UStD LAW BUOKS

retires next semester.
Procedurally,
the Appointments Committee screens each
candidate's application by assigning ratings which are based on
certain criteria. For example, this
year's committee is hoping to
select applicants who are not only
accomplished in one of the three
fields noted above, but who also
have prior teaching experience.
Emphasis is being placed on soliciting women and minorities.
Once
the committee
recommends
that a particular
person be considered by the faculty for appointment, the candidate
is invited to the school in order to
meet with the faculty and
students. To date, over eighty
people have submitted resumes to
the committee for consideration,
Of which approximately ten have
been selected for active consideration.
It is anticipated that the selection process should be completed
by early 1981.
.
The student members of the
Faculty Appointments Committee are: Randy Selig, Susan
Bastress, and Ann Condon. The
Faculty members are: Professors
Zenoff, Chandler, Dienes, Rothschild, and Solomon.
Scholarship Committee
The Scholarship committee will
be important to students for three

reasons. To begin with, the
Scholarship Committee is responsible
for and currently
working on the Code of Academic
Responsibility (Honor Code).
The Scholarship
Committee
received the Honor Code from the
Student Bar Association last year
and has been reviewing and revising it for presentation to the
faculty.
Of great concern to students is
the work being done by the
Scholarship Committee on grade
disparity. Professor Sharpe has
been working on the grade sheets
all summer to compare grades in
each section. However, nothing
has been done on this yet because
Professor Sharpe is still receiving
information from the Records
Department.
If a student is in academic difficulty, he or she appears before
the faculty members of the
Scholarship
Committee.
The
student members do not participate in these sessions.
The Chairman of the Committee is Dean Potts. The faculty
members are: Professors Reitze,
Seidelson, Sharpe, and Sirulnik.
The student members are: Larry
Bensingor, Elizabeth Grant, and
Diana Brown.
Student concerns about these
issues can be left in the Scholarship Committee box in the SBA
office.

Petitions Now Being Accepted
for Positions in the Student
Association Senate.
Positions Open Are:
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3 Senators from the School of Graduate
Sciences (GSAS)

Arts &

1 Senator from the School of Law
1 Senator from the School
Applied Sciences (SEAS)

of Engineering

and

Petitions are available from the Student Association Of. flee in Marvin Center (Rrn. 424) during regular business'
hours. Drop by or call Ex. 7100 for more info. Petitioning
closes Friday. Nov. 7; at 4:00 PM.
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Justice and· The Justices:

Carter, Reagan and theJudiciary
By Jonatban S. Deull
As someone who plans to be associated with the judicial system
in the United States - for the
reasonably forseeable future, I
~m more than casually interested
1D the effect the upcoming presi-'
~en~i~1election wi~1have on our
judiciary, and particularly on the
U .S, Supreme Court. Currently,
five. of the Supreme Court
Jus.bces are over 70 years of age,
which creates the very real potential that the next President will
appoint. a majority
of the
members of the highest court in
the land.
The prospect of these appoint.
ments being made by Ronald
Reagan scares me. Governor
Reagan's record as Governor of
the state of California on judicial
appointments, despite his recent
statements to the contrary, leads
me to believe that a narrow philosophical and ideological compa-

tibility, rather than judicial skill
and qualifications, will be the
benchmark of a Reagan administration's
judicial
selection
process. As Governor, Reagan
appointed to the state's Supreme
Court William P. Clark, a man
who never completed law school
and failed the bar exam, but
whose philosophy fit like a glove
with the Governor's. In this presidential campaign Reagan has supported the plank in the Republican Party Platform which
calls for the "Appointment of
judges 'at all levels who respect
traditional family values and the
sanctity of innocent human life."
Regardless of your particular
beliefs on these controversial
issues, I must ask if that is the
basis on which we want our
judges of law to be chosen.
Reagan's record needs to be
contrasted with that of Jimmy
Carter. Regardless of his record

Regulation:
By Jonatban S. Deull
and Suzanne Goulet
As law students, we are all
familiar
with the Federal
Register, which publishes a daily
compendium of all rules and
regulations promulgated by the
U.S. Government, its agencies
and organizations. We also know
where to find the Code of Federal
Regulations, which pulls all of the.
rules together and makes the head
swim. We know that in addition
to case law and statutes, more and
more we must look for authority
to administrative
regulations
created by independent
administrative
bodies.
These
regulations, while not created by
the courts or by legislation, have
the force of law, and are subject
to judicial scrutiny.
The first of these 'regulations
relating to public health, The
Pure Food and Drug Act, was
created' by Congress in 1906 in
response to Upton Sinclair's
shocking discoveries about what
one is likely to find in the average
American sausage. The number
of regulations grew slowly until
the middle 1960's, when concern
about
consumer
protection,

"Last
candilte

in other areas, the President has
done a creditable job on judicial
appointments. Of his more than
259 appointees to the bench, most
all have reflected both high qualifications and an outlook well
within the mainstream of American jurisprudence
as characterized by the Warren and Bdtger
courts. President Carter has also
appointed to the bench more than
40 women and SO minority group
members, more than all of his
predecessors
combined.
His
"litmus test" for judicial selection, as opposed to Reagan's"
appears to be a demonstrated
commitment to equal rights for
all Americans. This is very different from a test calling for adherence to a specific and narrow
view which, unlike the principle
of equal justice under law, does
not have its basis either in the
U.S. Constitution or in the views
of a majority of Americans.

The impact of a President's
judicial appointments are much
more far-reaching than most of
his other personnel decisions,
They will continue to shape
American 'society not just for a
four year term of office, bur for
generations. Federal judges and
Supreme Court Justices cannot be
removed or replaced through the
political process. They are given
life tenure, which frees them from'
the effects of shifting political
winds, and theoretically provides
stability and impartiality without
loyalty to person or party. This
makes the selection process
awesome in its impact.
Imagine for a moment' a
Supreme Court made up of nine
Justice Rehnquists. Justice Rehn.quist is a highly skilled and
eminently qualified jurist - that
is not the issue. He does, howeyer, represent a strong ideology
far to the right of the other

Necessity or Nightmare ?

often incomprehensible to even a
environmental
protection and
His attacks are generally based'
occupational safety, along with
President.
on narrow cost/benefit analysis,
Regulations do, however, have
other areas of concern, generated
taken from the point of view of
their place. Particularly in a
an
increase
of
explosive
the business community, which
society such as this one, which is ignores human and social factors.
proportions in the sheer number
so complex, and in which the free
of rules.
For example, in the area of
market does not provide adequate
Is this increase in regulation
consumer protection his approach
control or checks and balances on
good? Many feel that the body of
would seem to be caveat emptorthe
federal 'rules and regulations is the participants-particularly
let the buyer beware. He has
producers of goods and services.
repeatedly
characterized
the
growing out of control, and' that
Both, the President
and
Federal' Trade
Commission,
this growth is' draining the
Reagan
have
currently the most effective
economy. Some would even say Governor
protector o(consumer rights, as
that America's increase in Gross recognized the need for extensive
reform of the regulatory process •., an overzealous .. "nanny.,'" He
National Product is 'inversely
opposes
wholeheartedly
the
proportionate to its increase in Both have. put forward programs
with which to do it. The basic
creation of President Carter's
federal regulation.
difference between them is that
U.S.
Consumer
Protection
President Carter has said that
Agency.
when he was a peanut farmer in Governor
Reagan
views
Another' group of regulations
Georgia, OSHA was the most . regulation,
and
everything
hated four letter word in his associated with it, as inherently
vocabulary. The President said evil-something to be done away
that excessive regulation in the with across the board. We're not
housing industry required a talking only about those needless
construction company to expend and troublesome
nitpicking
enormous
time, money and regulations that require even small
energy just filling out government
businessmen to spend a large part
by Ericb Scbwartz
paperwork. This helped no one, of their time filling out forms and
This song by the English punk
Carter said, and made the project
providing information, but also
rock band can be said in many
more time-consuming and ex- about those safety and health
ways to capture the sense of
pensive, ultimately
for the regulations which assure the
frustration that dominates the
consumer. Carter did not mention quality of the food we eat, the
feelings of a large part of the
that many federal regulations are water we drink, and the air we
American electorate this year.
breathe.
written in classic legalese jargon,
Recent polls indicate that upwards of 20010of the people are so
dissatisfied
with the choices
offered them by the major
political parties this year, that
with barely a week remaining
before election day, they are still
unwilling to commit themselves to
any candidate.
According to Bob Levenson,
Assistant Press, Secretary in the
John Anderson campaign, a
significant cause of his disfavor
with the political establishment
stems from the tendency of both
parties to pursue what he calls
electoral policies which are
engineered
to be politically
inoffensive rather than to address
the needs of the people. Others
insist that this disaffection
reflects a much deeper level of
disenchantment
with
the
paradigmatic orientation of the
major parties. For whatever
reason, the numbers of people'
residential election I didn't rote and I felt terrible. This election I'm rotill8 for a major party
'who are unable to decide or who
and I think I'm going to get sick."

members of the Court and more importantly - the majority
I of the American public. His sharp
and predictable dissent takes a
narrow view of freedom of the
press, 'resists the constitutional
claims of women and racial minorities, and favors strong Iimils on
constitutional
protection
for
criminal defendants. This is not
to say that there is no value in
these positions, or that they
should not be represented on the
court. It is merely an illustration
that our Constitution is constantly being interpreted and reinterpreted to provide the basic law of
the land. No matter who wins the
election, the power to wield the
sharp interpretive sword will ultimately rest in a group, of nine men
and women. The direction given
by those men and women will
have long-lasting and profound
effects on the way each of us lives
our life in society.

Reagan is critical of are those
requiring limited emissions of
toxic pollutants into the air. The
Clean Air Act has been repeatedly
labeled by Reagan as a roadblock
to development and full em,ployment as well as an impediment to full exploitation of
. our natural resources. Athough
the costs of pollution control are
high ($9.6 billion in 1978), there is
evidence to indicate that the value
is returned to society in several
different
forms. Controlling
sulfur dioxide emissions from
stationary
sources has been
estimated to save anywhere from
$1.8 billion to Sl4 billion anContinued on page 6

,Third Party Blues

."
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outcome of the election, looms
ith ominous significance this

WI

yeaIr.
to this an imn response
pressive array of alternative
candidates have come forward.
This year for example, there are 9
presidential hopefuls on the ballot
in the District of Columbia. Three
of these boast
nationwide
organizations that are of considerable
strength.
they are
Congressman John Anderson,
who is running an independent
campaign;
Barry Commoner,
nominee of the fledgling Citizens
Party; and Ed Clark running
under the Libertarian banner.
The most successful of these to
date has been the John Anderson
campaign. Anderson gained early
attention during his drive for the
Republican nomination by his
forthright, issue oriented style of
campaigning. Gaining support
from members of both parties,
Anderson bolted the right-sliding
Republicans to pursue an independent crusade. Determined
to limit his candidacy to a oneshot effort,
Anderson
has
resolutely avoided the con. struction of any party apparatus
that would outlive his campaign.
Levenson says that while the long
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"Why I'm Voting for Ronald Reagan"
by Jeff Mason
I was driving home from school
the other day, flipping the radio
dial in search of something to
quicken the trip, when a vaguely
familiar marching tune came on
the air. After a few notes I
recognized it as the Michigan
fight s~ng,. and for some strange
reason It plck~d .my spirits up. It
was exactly this time of year, four
years ago,. when Jerry Ford was
barnstorming America to the tune
of "H~il to the Victors Valient,"
and
. his campaign
. . was
. catching
fire. He was picking up a point a
day, and state after state was
falling from Carter to undecided
or from undecided to Ford. It wa~
only a question of if he would
have enough time-if
enough
Americans would realize before
that Tuesday that not only was
Jerry Ford precisely the type of
President America needed after
Vietnam and Watergate, but that
Jimmy Carter was precisely the
type it could not afford. Then my
thoughts jumped ahead to, Walter
Cronkite
announcing
that
Mississippi was going for Carter,
and that Gerald Ford would not
be elected. "Hail to the Victors

.
Valient" faded away, and I came'
back to earth.
Then I recounted the Carter
record with the grim satisfaction
of one who had predicted a
disaster. Bert Lance, Billy, the
indecision on Iran, the hostages,
the res~ue m~ssion, Afghanistan,
the misery index, the monthly
economic plans, the balanced
budget, the U.N. s~a!u, Andy
Y~ung, t~e unacceptible RUSSian
bng.ade m. Cu~a,. C?ubans in
Africa,
back., his vindictive
stabbing of Cahfano and Vance.
Then there were the Nixonian
campaign tactics-the
slurs on
Kennedy and Reaganvthe threats
against the banks thinking of
loaning money to Anderson, the
threats
against broadcasting
stations running independent ads'
for Reagan, the stealth bomber,
the debate hypocrisy, the Tuesday
morning news conference, the
sudden " 'manageability"
of
crises, the .politlcization
of
Defense and State. And permeating this sorry litany was the
brazen gall of trying to get
America to think that nothing
better should be expected.

.
I then. remembered the hope I
had felt m the summer of 1979 as
the Republican c.andidates geared
up t.helr campaigns ', Surely the
nominee would be m the Ford
mold.-a competent yet relaxed
can.dldate wh,o ~oul~ sparkle
beside. Carter s ineptitude and
confusion. But thos~ hopes faded
as Baker stutt~red in Iowa a~d
Bush stumbled ~ New H~£shire.
~hey r~s~ ~gam as Jerry considered jommg the fray, only to
be
the
. dashed
. b'l' asf Rhe conceded
ld R
inevita I ity 0
ona
eagan.
Ronald Reagan. The one at
whom-many Republicans pointed
their fingers in blame for Ford's
defeat. The one candidate who
would undo all thegood Ford did
in erasing, the image of uptight
Republicanism-e-he
would have
to be the one to vindicate Jerry
Ford. It didn't seem right.
But, I thought, Jerry says that
Reagan's a good guy in spite of it
~.Bushi~onthetick~t,~dBaker
gives
his
enthusiastic
endorsement. The "crazies" certainly
aren't
running
the Reagan.
campaign-its
being run by Bill
Casey, a Rockefeller man, and

Re~ulation~·A·,Hard:·Loolc
Continued from page 5
nually in health care costs alone.
This is money' that would have
otherwise been spent for treatment of pulmonary, respiratory
and other ailments by victims of
air pollution. The precipitation of
sulfur dioxide with rain and snow
commonly known as "acid rain"
damages much more than human
health. Acid rain has been cited in
studies as the cause of death of
entire fish populations in the
lakes of the Adirondacks, and has
also been suspected of reducing
the productivity of agriculture
and timber lands, speeding up
erosion and reducing
their
commercial value. A 1978 study
showed that total. economic
benefits realized in that year alone
from the .improvements
in air'.
quality ..since the Clean Air Act
was
impiemented
could
r~sonably be valued at $21.4
billion. This figure includes
reductions in costs of mortality
and illness, reduced soiling and
cleaning
costs,
increased
agricultural output, prevention of
corrosion and material damages,
and increases in property values.
? Governor Reagan's analysis
does not take into account these
kinds of factors. Interestingly
though, the American public
seems to. In a recent survey, 42
percent of those asked went even
so far as to say that "Protecting I
the environment is so important
that' requirements and standards
cannot be too high, and that
continuing improvements must be
made regardless of cost. "
Regulations in this area benefit
the quality of life by forcing
society to place economic values
on such things as health,
prolonged life, recreation, and
scenic beauty. The Carter Administration
has contributed
greatly to the public debate by,
for the first time, developing data
on these issues.
Has the Administration's
Environmental
Protection
Agency (EPA), as alleged by

these Clean
Air Regulations in manner that
hinders the continued operation
of businesses? If we look at' the
very state in which Reagan made
his allegations-Ohio-we
see'
something very different. In order
to avoid imposing further burdens on already suffering' industries, EPA has worked on a
case-by-case
basis to tailor
flexible
pollution
control
programs for each industry. In
response to criticisms from Ohio'
Reaganvirnplemented
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utility
companies
about
measurement
and monitoring
methods used to police violations,
EPA instituted a pilot project
using
industry
monitoring
methods in order to determine the
validity of the criticism. In addition, the agency has proposed
that smokestack emissions be
measured by a new "bubble"

Armstrong
Haig B
.
.
'
'. urns, and
Bill Timmons and Jim Baker, two
Ford men. And then ~here's the
t~lk !..hatmany of FO~d.s oeopleSimon, Schulz,
Richaruson,
others-would hold positions in
Reagan administration. Throw i~
people like Tom Soewell, Dick
Allen, and Milton Friedman, and
maybe we can make America
great again. After all, Reagan
does have a reputation of bein
able to delegate authority el
fectively ' and he did d 0 a good
job in California A d h
. . n tough
Ron's not the swiftest of intellects, he does understand and
that we must stop trying to solve
problems by simply throwing
money at them. To be sure, these
are the issues that are the essence
of the presidency.' So what if
Ron's not so hot on the pollutant
output of trees?
OK, Jerry-I'll vote for Reagan
if you say so. Carter's gotta go,
and Reagan's the only one to do
it. But dammit-it should be you.
Just make sure you check up on
Ron every so often, and I'll feel
better.

at the -Presidential Candidates

concept, which removes strict imposed regulations in court,
control requirements on each claiming that they create burstack while keeping overall plant densome paperwork,
are nitemissions
within limits. In- picking in detail and that .hey
terestingly, many of these actions
mandate a "big brother" federal
were taken under strong protest oversight presence in the industry.
from environmentalists.
It is interesting to look at the new
On . September
19, 1980, and onerous duties that "big
President Carter signed into law brother" federal government now
the Regulatory Flexibility Act (S. imposes on the industry, having
299) as the third major com- found that the industry itself was
ponent
of his comprehensive
unwilling to take on these
regulatory
reform
program
responsibilities without legislative
outlined in Executive Order' "persuasion."
Regulations now
12044. The Act calls for industry demand that companies within
participation in the development
the industry: Give prior notice to
of 'regulatory
'guidelines' ap··,homeowners about blasting in the'propriate for the size and nature vicinity
of . their
homes;
of tlie_ specific . business; It Revegetate mined. land to reduce
m~ntaiiis regulatory. authority;
the incidence of flood devastation
while .specifically'providing:, for' .in strip mined areas; Prevent·
.eX:~an,4edind\.liltry .and " PUblic" acidic runoff in streams and rivers
mput :1!ltOthe regulatory process.' p~oviding drinking water supplies
Other
aspects,_ oJ Carter's'
for communities.
program include provisions that
all f~gulations be. written in pillin
. Each of these regulations places
Enghsh, the crceation of paper._ a responsibility and a financial
burden on the mi'm' ng I'ndustry I'n
wor k reduction guidelines •. and
"sunset" legislation which calls exchange for the privilege of
exploiting .a natural resource for
f or the ·automatic expiration of profit. A mining operation can
regulations
unless they are mine an area clean of coal in a
reviewed and renewed by the
appropriate authority.
matter of years. Without the
It is clear from President
protections of the Surface Mining
Carter's
actions that he is Act, the devastation they leave in
determined
to' preserve the . thei~ wake could endure forever.
.
BuslOess cI'rtl'cI'sm of these
protective value of regulation
demanded
by the American' regulations presents one .~!!!::vf
public, while continuing to strive the debate. One needs to talk with
towa~d fairness and efficiency in the people who live. in the
regulatory application.
moonscape of Appalachia to fully
Governor Reagan's approach
comprehend the human values
on the other hand, would be t~ associated with the "red tape. "
sweep away those regulations
The issue in this presidential
which "affect economic growth,"
campaign goes far beyond the
such as the Clean Air Act, and to substance and form of the federal
allow the industries to sub- regulatory process, to a much
stantially . regulate themselves
deeper underlying issue: the
How effective would industr;
appropriate role of the governself-regulation actually be? The ment. .The question of federal
coal surface mining industry was ~egulatton actually reveals an
subject to little federal regulation' Important
philosophical
rift
for decades. Hie industry fought bet~ee~ the two candidates and
controls effectively for ten years their views on what the governbefore laws were finally enacted ~~nt should be. President Carter
by Congress. Recently the in- IS m.t~e mainstream of the activist
dustry has challenged the newly tra~ltl~n of the Democratic Party
which IS exemplified most clearly

in Franklin Delano Roosevelt and
the New Deal era. It is a tradition
which demands that the government play an active role in
protecting the interests of t'hose
members of the society without
sufficient social or economic
power to protect themselves.
Governor Reagan, on the other
hand,
holds a much more
"laissez-faire" philosophy, based
on the theoretical
perfect
marketplace economy. of pure
competition, which has no place
for so-called government intervention.
The choice to be made in this
election is a clear one. It is a
choice
between
two widely
divergent paths for our government and our society. Anyone
who is planning not to vote
because "there really isn't any
difference between them" or
"what difference will it makethey're both lousy" ought to keep
that fact in mind.
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Barry Commoner: A· Vote for tlte future
by..ScottA. Smeal

appointing a record number of
Federal judges, has already had
The possibility that my vote the opportunity to make a lasting.
will determine who will be the impact on the Federal judiciary,
40th President is not a burden I which is to some extent 'out-protake lightly, and I have studiously
gressing' the Supreme Court. Hisconsidered the candidates to make tory has shown that justices don't
the "right" decision.'
always act the way they're 'SUP"
Those doubting my premise
posed' to. Finally, there is Kenshould consider the following, nedy's influence as judiciary
facts: I am a registered voter in chairman, though a well-ereOhio (Cuyahoga County) which dentialed conservative (a la Rehnas the papers remind us daily is a Quist or Powell) may, of course,
key state with 25 electoral votes' be irresistably approved.
(6th largest). Jimmy Carter won
As the Federal Trade CommisOhio in 1976 by a mere 11,616 sion debate last spring demonvotes with a decisive margin in strated, Congress is already intent
Cuyahoga County giving him the on clipping the wings of the regustatewide victory.
lators, and this trend-including
While it is true that the loss of
increasing use of legislative vetos,
only Ohio in 1976 would have still sunset provisions, etc. -will no
made Carter President by two doubt continue no matter who is
electoral votes, any of a number
President., Democrats are not
of very possible, scenarios this
going to lose control of either
election will make the Ohio outHouse, so Reagan won't be able
come decisive, e.g. Carter losing
to dismantle the bureaucracy,
Florida,
Texas,
Illinois,
or
Foreign policy is perhaps a
Pennsylvania. This is, of course,
more troublesome
area. The
the Reagan strategy-retaining
Soviet present in Afghanistan has
Ford's "Western" support while
doomed Salt II for the forseeable
chipping off Carter's in the South
future regardless of who wins in
or Midwest.
November. Carter seems willing
Faced with this awesome
to match Reagan's defense spendresponsibility, it is tempting to
ing dollar- for-dollar. A fear peravoid "spoiling" my vote by
haps warranted is that Reagan,
voting for Carter as the "lesser
while not personally as belligerent
evil" -not in approval of his _ asdepicted, might succumb to the
(ugh!) record, but out of concern ,advice ofthe "New Right" adviover several specific issues;such---sers '(e.g;-Sen. Laxalt), But then it
as Supreme Court appointments,
has been Carter -who, under the
regulatory policies, and foreign
influence of security adviser,
policy.
Brzezinski,
issued "directive
The impact of these can be
fifty-nine" which calls for a
minimized, of course. Carter, by
dangerous, new, "offensive" nu-

clear strategy similar to that
adopted in the Republican platform.
-An alternative to the "lesser
evil" approach is to vote for a
third-party candidate because my
vote is so important-thereby
making a meaningful protest to the
'miserable choice offered by the
two major parties. Regrettably,
this decision proceeds largely by
process of elimination.
Reagan is a public relations
figurehead
who, unfalteringly
'sticks to an anti-Federal government script written by the
Nixon/Ford wing of the Republican Party (e.g. William Simon,
Alan Greenspan, George Shultz)
with help from the 'New Right'
(Paul Laxalt, Jack Kemp). The
depth of his ideas was exemplified
by his acceptance speech promise
to "freeze
Federa'- hiring",
though in fact Federal employ.rnent has remained relatively constant over the past twenty-five
years (no matter, who's in office),
while State and local governments
(the areas to which Reagan wants
to "restore" power) have grown
sixfold. Even Republican politicians in California have accused
Reagan- of grossly distorting his
accomplishments as governor.
I needn't dwell on Jimmy Carter's record-suffice it to mention
his weak arid-vacillating Republican .economic policies, complete
reversal on defense issue, ineffective relationship with a democratic Congress, and choice of
advisers (e.g. Lance, Schlesinger,
Brzezinski). If release of the hos-

tages reelects Carter it will be one
of the great ironies in election history, since the crisis was precipitated (or perhaps more 'accurately "continued")
by his own
administration's
bungling of
U .Sv-Iran relationships in failing
to accept the Shah's demise.
Nor are the third-party candidates Clark or Anderson all that
attractive. It was probably inevitable that the Me-Generation
would have its own presidential
candidate: libertarian Ed Clark,
whose consistent anti-government
positions even conservatives can't
support for fear of losing their
brand of Federal aid in the form
of defense spending, price supports, export promotion, tax policies, Chrysler aid, synfuel subsidies, etc.
Anderson's
candidacy, supposedly living proof that there is
no jwo-party monopoly, is in fact
merely a more palatable Reagan/Carter hybrid (tweedledee,
tweedledum, tweedledoo). His
elasticity on the issues makes his a
personality, not ideological, vote.
The only plausible candidate
left is Barry Commoner, environmentalist, author, and Citizen
Party nominee, whose .running
mate is LaDonna Harris, an
American Indian' activist and wife
of former Senator Fred Harris,
Oklahoma Democrat. The Citizens Party iSM o-ffshoot of the
Progressive Alliance, a coalition'
of some 106 left-liberal groups
formed in 1978 as a result of
dissatisfaction 'with the Democratic Party, and the various anti-

nuclear groups which organized
the May 6th demonstration in
Washington, D.C. As was initially predicted by some, the Kennedy candidacy sapped much of
the incipient strength of the Citizens Party.
Nevertheless, on a number of
important issues, Commoner's
positions are appealing. First, he
has declined to jump on the defense spending
bandwagon,
suggesting not only is such an
arms race dangerous but essentially "unproductive" for the national economy. Second, he has
been a long-time proponent of
conservation, solar power, and
other alternative forms of energy,
a position made respectable since
by such studies as the Harvard
Business School's Energy Future.
Third, he is the only of the top
five candidates to stress poor and
unaccountable management in the
'private sector as causes of current
problems like inflation, auto
industry upcompetitiveness, and
utility reliance on nuclear power.
Commoner calls for an expansion
'of public control of the energy
industries.
Besides registering a protest to
the major party candidates, a vote
for Commoner will help the fledgling Citizens, Party reach the
magic five percent of the national
vote, needed to qualify for federal
financing.
Incidentally, I am voting absentee in OIiio arid promise to mail
my ballot early. The suspense, I
know, will be killing.

3rd Parties Spreading Their Wings· .
Continued from page 5
range impact of the campaign is
difficult to guage, it is hoped that
a substantial showing for An-:
derson on November ~, would
away the major parties t~ ,adopt
positions that \yould'address the
needs of the Amencan people.
Both the Libertarian Party and
the Citizens Party on the other
hand have consciously abandoned
the two,party concept. Instead,
they are intent oQcreati~g~ia~le",
long lastIng third 'partIes ~hlCh,'
maintain an ideological baSISthat,
is wholly separate from that of,
the two major parties.
The most successful of these. so
far has ~n
the Libertanan
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travel needs"

MARVIN
CENTER
659-2968

'
,
Libertarians,
having
been
Members of both the LiberRepresentatives. While Hilgartner 'orgarrlzed in May of last year. tarian andCitizens Parties admit
Party. Founded in. 1971,the
doesn't expect many ?f t~ese Headed
in this Presidential
that ther.~ area
number of
Libertarian's
offer a program
campaign
by
noted
enroadblocks on, the way .to
.that lay Hilgartner of the C?lark candidates to emerge vlcton~us
on November S, a ~trong showmg vironmentalist/physicist
Barry
developing
large alternative
,,for President 'CommIttee
theseare
" describes as one which is based on by the, Party agamst the more Commoner, the citizens p'arty has- parties,~Chiefamo~
,:, 'st~ong .respect
for human
, developed 'a', platfQrm which
campaig n'finance laws and ballot
lj~berties, and freedom" _anc!. a _
adopts an integratedapproach to
access laws, both~f which favor
the
energy
situation,
the
the eStablished parties. Further,
limited role .for government.
economy, human rigl)t.Sand other
the American votCf carries a bias
Hdgartner seesthe bibertarian\$,
problems. Accordingjn Citizen'sagainsf
third' ,p,arties. M~ny
c()nstructing , a" newconsensu5
Party spokesman FredSOlop, the
peoplc=f~lthata'v,ote
for a thIrd
among those who" favor' a small
Party's objective is topr,ovide an , party isa was.tedvote. Hilgart~er ,
gover~ent 'and an unrestricted
ideologically, consistent.0\ltlet for
respondS tQ this charge by argumg
marketplace and thOse who favor
thC: progressive elements of the
that. e~cbvote
-makes .an,
a 'non-Interventionist
foreign
""
leectorate
who have
been
ideologiqll statement. Refernng
alienated by the majorplirties.
to Nixon's 1972 reelection landpo¥~~. Libe~tari~n Party has run
The Citizens Party has atslide, Solop suggests that a vote
presidential candidates i~ every
tracted national attention recently
cast 'for the lesser of two evils' is
election since, 1972. ThIS year,
as a result of a radio spot in which
likely to be interpreted as an
they became the first third party'
the word "bullshit" is used to
affirmation
of unpopular
or
to gain the ballot in all 5~ s~tes,
describe the alternatives offered
ineffective policies. Both men
and the District of ColumbIa 10 60
by the Carter, Reagan, and Anstress that the only WiJ,yto insure
years, reaching that milestone l
derson campaigns this year., an infusion of fresh ideas into the
several months before the An-,
Despite its short ,~~istence, 'the, government,
is through
the
derson campaign. The LiberCitizens Party has gotten on the development
of alternative
'tarian's also enjoy the distinction
presidential ballot in 29 states and ....;.v.:.o.:.,:ic:.:,e.:..:s.
--.
of being one of the few, third
the District. In addition to
parties to break into the Electoral
Commoner, 35 candidates are
College. That occurred in 1976
Have
You
Ever
running in a variety of local races
when, espite thl. fact th~t they
Thought
of
Working
under the Citizens Party stanfailed to ,carry a state, t~ey
dard. Solop attributes this rapid
for the State Dept. or i
received a vote from a maverick
mobilization to the strength of the
elector when the College conFor~ign
Service?
Party's local organizing comvened.
Get
the
real
stories from GW
mittees in various regions of the
In
addition
to
these
GRADS
&
UNDERnation.
Presidential
campaigns
the
GRADS that have recently
Solop sees the Party's inLibertarian's
have developed
gone through the process.
volvement in the 1980 campaign
extensive
state
level party_
established
Democrats
and
as
a
tactic
through
which
the
nizations, as 'anyone who has
TlJ.ES, NOV 11th
orga
'I'
I'
party can gain exposure and
blundered on to their mal 109 1St Republicans would be positive
at 7:30 in
evidence
of
the
Party's
strength
support.
He
expects
the
Party
as
a
can
attest.
These
local
whole to continue to build, and he
organizations have genera,ted 5,50 and the attractiveness of their
STRONG
HALL
anticipates even greater parcandidates for local offIce, 10- ideology among the electorate,
LOUNGE
The Citizens Party is of more
ticipation and response in the
eluding 112 candidates for the
620
21~t Street
recent vintage than' th~ emerging
1982 Congressional elections,
U.S. Senate and the House of
>
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Living in "Law Capital'~

Miami policemen whose burconfidentially to the comweeks Include the following:
·2:00 PM Upjohn v U.S. - Upglary
trial was televised under
pany's
attorney.
Nov 3 Monday: 10:00 AM FCC v
john is challenging a 6th Cir- _
State law allowing electronic
WNCN Listeners Guild - First
Nov 10 Monday: 10:00 AM
cuit decision which adopted
Students who fail to spend
media' coverage of courtroom
amendment challenge to FCC
Watkins v Bordenkircher the narrower "control propsome time observing any of the
proceedings- (even over the
regulation of changes in radio
Due process challenge to a 6th
erty" approach to the scope of
variety of proceedings around
objection of a party) argue
program
formats.
circuit
decision
not
requiring
a
a
corporation's
attorney-client
town are missing out on one of
that an accused's right to afair
l:qo PM Minnesota v Clover
state trial court to conduct a
privilege invoked against an
the major advantages of studying
and impartial jury outweighs
hearing outside the. presence of
Leaf Creamery - Equal protecIRS summons. (i.e. only comin one of the world's "law capithe media's right of access,
the' jury to determine admissition challenge to State law
munications made by top
tals."
Florida argues that absent a
bility of identification evibanning plastic, but not paper,
management are privileged).
Administrative and congrescompelling Federal interest,
Upjohn urges adoption of 'the
dence.
nonrefillable milk containers.
sional hearings, Supreme Court
states should be free to experiNov 4 Tuesday: . ·10:00 AM
broader "subjectmatter" ap- Nov II Tuesday Holiday
arguments, congressional debates
ment with cameras in court, as
Michael M v Superior Court of
proach of the 7th and 8th ciror committee. "mark-ups"-a126 states are currently doing.
Sonoma County - Equal procuits which protects all in- Nov 12 Wednesday: .10:00 AM
most all are public and offer an .
Chandler v Florida - Two
tection challenge to California
formation
communicated
invaluable
educational
experstatutory rape law forbidding
ience.
sexual intercourse with an unIt helps to follow a few simple
married female under age 18,
rules: Do a little homework. The
irrespective of her consent.
newspapers publish many of the
Defendant,
a 17-year-.old
schedules. Verify by phone that
male, faces up to three years'
the proceeding hasn't been postimprisonment while his sexual
poned (many are). Pick a subject
tain constitutional rights virness can highlight the actual
by Robert Schlossberg
partner, a 16"year-old female,
of some comprehensibility,. but
tually unattainable.
hollowness of the proposed
Words are important to law
cannot violate the statute: The
(absent some compelling interest)
well-established rule: A label
solution.
students and lawyers; they are
California
Supreme Court
not the "landmark" cases which
which heralds the absence of
what we are taught to use, impact: Long suspected to be a
found a justifiable state in;
usually are extremely crowded.
judicial
reasoning.
noun,
this
word
has
emerged
what
we
are
paid
for
using.
terest
in
preventing
illegitimate
Congressional committee acinter alia: An erudite way to use
from the telephone booth as a
the law is full of semantical
teenage pregnancies.
tivity is often livelier than floor
an ellipsis.
verb, Some blame the environwrangling and grammatical
11:00' AM Wood v Georgia debate, but those interested in the
vel non: vel yes 11
mentalists for its overuse and
rules, and words can be either
Equal protection challenge to
latter will have to obtain gallery .
take pleasure 'in the sweet . solipsism;' The comedian Mark
the shield or tool of a successa Georgia probation revocapasses from a congressman. To
irony that they may be
Russell said of William Buckful lawyer or judge. Perceiving
tion order resulting from
avoid the extra trip, the vicepresiresponsible
for
helping
to
polley
that he is the only person
this
state
of
affairs,
I
feel
comdefendant's
failure
to
make
dent's office in the Capitol also
lute our language.
. '" .
who could work the word in
. pelled to contribute my two
installment payments of fine
provides them. A few useful numwhile' hailing a taxi. That
cents to the ever-growing field talisman: All that need be said.
imposed at time probation was
bers to hear recordings of current
A word certain
analysis combined with the
of word watching. I do not penumbra:
granted.
legislative schedules are:
Supreme Court justices are
fact that someone had the
aspire to be a William Safire or
House, 225-1600 (Dem), 225- Nov 5 Wednesday: 11:00 AM.
fond of using as an excuse to
temerity to use it in an AdEdwin Newman; instead I otVincent v Texas - Due process
2020 (Rep); Senate 224-8541
read
between
the
lines
and
vocate
column makes its
fer
some
personal
biases
on
challenge
to
Texas
law
not
(Oem), 224-8601 (Rep); Chamber
amendments in the Constitu-'
banishment essential.
words and phrases, legal and
requiring the state to hold a
of
Commerce:
872-1313;
tion. parameters: Situations once were
otherwise, which I pray would
preliminary hearing to deterNational Assoc.. of Manufacnexus:
An otherwise nonexistent
abounded-aren't
we lucky
disappear
from
the
language:
mine probable cause that proturers: 626-3900.
connection required by the
they now have parameters?
obviate: There is no prpblem safe'
bationer violated probation'
. Supreme .Court . arguments
.. condition.
.
.'
J.
Supreme Court to make cer_from its incantation: its'treirdi. scheduled for the
couple
by Scott Smeal
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Legal' Reform: The. Consumers' . Perspective.
"If any law student answered
our phones for a day, he or- she
\ft)uld be shocked'
at the
magnitude of legal abuses from
within the profession," says Paul
Hasse, Chairman of a legal
reform group called HALT. "For
example, attorney and judge
grievance procedures are far from
the fair and impartial forums for
processing litigants' complaints
that they are made out to be. In.
fact, we've yet to hear of a person
satisified with the judgment of ail
attorney grievance commission.
And often it's the only recourse
. for anyone dissatisfied with. an
attorney's services. It should go
without saying that the cost of,
hiring a second attorney to 'sue!
one's first retained counsel for
negligence or malpractice
is
almost always more expensive
than the initial loss and is usually

fruitless.
"Even
finding
a legal
malpractice attorney is tough,
particularly in small communities
where all the 4\ttorneyspractice
-together before the bench, belong
to the same country club, etc. The
organized Bar also frowns heavily
on examination of its .own
members. In many states the Bar
Association runs what is called a
Client Security Trust Fund. If
clients gain a judgment against.an
attorney though an attorney
grievance commission or the
equivalent, compensation is paid
by the Bar, not by the faulted
attorney; the catch is that the
complainant must agree in writing
not to divulge the name of the
attorney complained of to other
consumers. This gives you an idea
of most Bar's concept of consumer protection."

SBA
AppointlDent .Process
So that you may 'voice your
... opinions to .. your designated
After d1Seussmgthe problem
representatives, here is a list or'
with Carlos Del Valle, Michael
appointments' to the various
Rips stated, "The process is a faculty committees.
deception or a sham. It· -Ieads
Faculty Assembly
people to believe that they are
Carlos Del Valle
being considered . . . The process
Kimberly
Bloodworth
is the retarded child of SBA inMichaelGinsburg
breeding. "
Michael Ginsburg,
Second
Faculty Appointments
Year SBA· representative,
exRandy Seelig
pressed this view of the situation:
Susan Bastress
"1 don't think the people who
Ann Condon
were appointed are bad, it's just
that the process did not live up to
Scholarship Committee
what it was supposed to be,"
Elizabeth Grant
"I am disappointed in the
Larry Bersigno
accusation that the choice was
Diane Brown
made on a' spoil system' without
considering other factors.
I
Curriculum
should have written a letter to
.GailBaurn
explain who was chosen. But, I
Michael Goldberg
have apologized.Ysaid Carlos Del
Howard Walker
Valle.
Placement Relations
The basic fault of the process
Joey Hoffman
that was followed was that the
Brent Wiengardt
student who applies has the exMary Eno .
pectation of being interviewed.
With an emphasis .on past SBA
activity, the criteria for selection
Admissions
has little do do with placing the
Clarence Norman
most qualified student on the
Charles Omsky
committee. Through this process,
Periklis A. Pappous
the SBA has no way of knowing
whether others are more qualified
Law Review Criteria
for the position.
Kimberly Bloodworth
By-passing the regular process
Dana Arnold
of selection of student for faculty
Jeff Carp
committees has caused the SBA to
be accused of nepotism. Whether
Space Needs
or not the accusation be true, the
Ross Altman
SBA should not be in the position
Bruce Barth
doling out favors for past performance. Selection must be done
Library
in a fair and equitable manner
Nicholas Sarandis
that will produce the most
Jane Rasmussen
qualified candidate.
/ Stephen Hirschfield
Continued !rofTIPJgt!. 1
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HALT stands for Help Abolish
"Discussions of professional
Legal Tyranny. HALT is a
responsibility were sneered at;
Washingt9n-based
publish in- concern over the cost of legal
terest group working to improve
services somehow didn't effect
the quality and reduce the costs of
law students. The most concern I .
legal services across the nation.
remember voiced lut year was a
According to HALT, the need for
few scattered hisses at a professor
legal reform is well known to their
who mentioned' charging $400·
over 25,000 members. Every day
dollars to handle a four hour
HALT receives phone calls from
contract problem. The hisses were
across the nation asking whitmore
of a reaction to professorial
should be done about attorneys
pomposity than to the hardships
who demand retainers and then
posed on clients unable to buy
fail to pursue cases, or attorneys
justice."
who demand additional
fees
As a consumer group, HALT is
before trial threatening to remove
working toward and alerting its
themselves from representation.
members to economical and
Mike Richards, former George
efficient
methods·
for
the
Washington
University
Law
resolution of legal- disputes.
Student. and staff lobbyist for
Through a series of Citizen Legal .
HALT said, "I am less than
Manuals and newsletters, self,impressed with law professors'
help and self-protection measures
treatment of the problems of
are developed for the: use of
attorney
accountability.
I'm
members. The emphasis' is to
concerned with the cavalier
demystify the legal profession and
approach to clients that both law enable the public to demand and
students and professors expressed
receive competent legal service.
to me last year at the George
HALT's first legal manual,
Washington Law Center. Not
"Shopping
for a Lawyer,"
only was there a conspicuous lack 'emphasizes
that a laypersons
of concern over the power an
should view their attorney as an
attorney wields over clients and
employee not as a demi-god.
the corresponding need for a Legal
consumers
need
to
higher standard Of responsibility;··determine
.an attorney's
com'but-there was also an .ill-founded
petence in the relevant field, how
student concern that somehow a long their case will takevand how
client, given half a chance, would
expensive it will be. The: manual
explc:itthelawyer! It is pretty clear
emphasizes the need to 'demand
to anyone who iearns how Bar- .itemized bills justifying. fees and
run fee arbitration boards work
signing an employment contract
that a client has no effective • with their attorney.
power to undo what an in-'
In the area of substantive legal
competent lawyer does. When I .reform, HALT IS working to end
think of the contrast between law
the "legal monopoly" through
students'
intellectual concerns
lobbying efforts. On the federal
and the cases of unchecked
level their influence helped pass a
unethical practice we respond to measure to resolve .disputes
daily, I amazed at the lack of without attorneys or complicated
concern- it! legal education over COU!;tprocedures (The Dispute
the lawyer's societal role."
Resolution Act). In the area of

judicial behavior, HALT is trying
.to require lay participation and
public
disclosure
of the
proceedings within the Judicial
Conduct and Disability Act, a
measure to discipline incompetent
or unethical federal judges.
"It doesn't take a lot of intellect to assess the objectivity of
lawyers judging. "lawyers, and
judges judgingj'udges,'''. stated
Richards. "But it does require a
certain independence of thought
and ethical courage, something
that is noticeably lacking in the
profession, to sand up against
corrupt practices that the Code of
Professional
Responsibility
doesn't even consider. "
In Maryland, HALT helped
establish lay participation on the
attorney grievance commission.
In the District of Columbia, they
successfully lobbied for a new
probate
code that requires
itemization and justification of
legal fees. In Maryland and
California,
HALT
is now
working to implement similar
probate reforms.
Hasse added, "If there is any
doubt about the magnitude of the
problems within the legal field,
consider our growth rate-SOO to
-tOOOnew members every week.
We always welcome the support
of people within the profession,
particularly those professors and
law students who are concerned
with the standards of the legal
profession and its lack of esteem
today. Everyone has a stake in the
improvement
.of our legal
system."
HALT -an
Organization of
Americans for Legal Reform, is
located at 201 Mass. Ave. N.E.
Suite 319, Washington, D.C.
20002.
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Scottsboro Boys Make The Big Time
by Ricbard Owens

In 1931 a Chattanooga-bound
freight train was stopped in
Scottsboro, Alabama because of
a reported fight between black
and white hoboes. Nine young
black men were rounded up with
one white man and two white
women. One of the white women
accused the blacks of raping her,
and the other woman later
followed suit. All nine blacks
were sentenced. to death while a
lynch mob' seethed outside the
. courthouse.
The Communist
Party, attempting to galvanize
black support, seized the case 'and
. brought it to national attention.
The NAACP, more interested in
overturning the convictions than
a cause celebre, became engaged
in a veritable tug-of-war with the
Communists over control of the
appeals process. Ultimately an independent lawyer, Samuel Leibowitz, stepped in and the case
went twice before the United
States Supreme Court. In 1937,
four of the nine were released;
travelling to Harlem, they appeared in a - cheap vaudeville·
show.
The New Playwrights' Theatre
opened its 1980-81 season last
week with Mark Stein's THE
AMSTERDAM
A VENUE
THEATER PRESENTS / LIVE
FROM DEATH ROW / THE
SCOTISBORO
BOYS,. a fictionalized version of the Harlem
show, intended to capsulize the
six-year hell that began in 1931 on
the famous freight train. Stein,
currently
Playwright-in-Resi-

dence at New Playwrights', has
attempted to depict, in vaudeville
idioms, the macabre sensationalism that marked the Scottsboro
case. The action centers around a
down-at-the-heels shyster of an
impresario, a Negro ministerturned-civil-rights-leader, and a
feverish young lady Communist
who vie for influence over the
four young black men, the Scottsboro Boys. The young men begin
to get their own ideas about
freedom, and what they see leads
them out of the clutches of their
would-be benefactors.

The somewhat toney subject
matter of Stein's work loses force
in the campy packaging he has
chosen. The saloon atmosphere
evokes laughs rather than the
feeling of sinister irony that was
obviously intended. The impresario Sigmund comes off as a nearly
lovable old shark, while the Reverend's schmaltz and the flouncing
savoir-faire of the Communist
Charlotte lend no substance. The
Boys alone provide a glimpse' of
the savagery that surrounds them;
their silences and simple questions
reveal what the play is driving at,

but it is not enough. The audience
thinks It all a grand lark. The
snappy show tunes invite. go other
conclusion.
New Playwrights' Theatre was
created in 1972 to foster the creation and production of new
American plays and musicals. It
receives over 400 scripts per year,
mostly unsolicited. Five full
productions are done each year,
after : an elaborate editing and
staging process which can take
three years for one production.
THE AMSTERDAM AVENUE
THEATER PRESENTS / LIVE'
FROM DEATH ROW / THE
·SCOTTSBORO
BOYS
was
perhaps not subjected to the
professional crucible for as long
as it should have been. Instead of
a drama of the evils of segregation as a state of mind, THE

SCOTTSBORO
BOYS is a
minstrel show. Believe me, there
is a difference.

• • •

THE
AMSTERDAM
AVENUE PRESENTS / LIVE
FROM DEATH ROW / THE
SCOTISBORO BOYS, by Mark
Stein. Directed by Harry M. Bagdasian, musical direction by Bob
Davis. Set design by Russell
Metheny, choreography by Anne
Reynolds Day, and lighting by
Greg Basdavanos. Costumes by
Peter Zakutansky. Starring Walt
Lockman, Kelly Kennedy, Ron
Canada,
Caron Tate. With
. Jerome Huggins, Joseph E.
Kelliebrew, Benjamin Wright and
Michael Mack. Bob Davis and
David Wonsey, musicians. At the
New Playwrights' Theatre, 1742
Church Street, N. W., until
November I (i~

~a~upe)
HAIRSTYLIST FOR MEN & WOMEN

Special
We'll Do Any Style Cut For
Male or Female Student
For $1 0 With This Coupon Long Hair Extra
PLEASE CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
337-2800 or 337·2801

Free Parking
1054· 31st Street NW
Georgetown/Washington,
DC
CANALSOUAREBU~DmG

Campus Representative Wanted
Earn a Free Bar Review Course and Commissions on Further Sales

SMH..
.._-_
BAR REVIEW

Smith McLaughlin Hart
Offering review courses for Va. D.C. Md. & New' England

For further information

call

527-2662
Ask to s~e our materials at the Reserve Desk, 3rd fl. Law Library·
..

30~0 NORTH FAIRFAX, ARLI~GTON,VIRGINIA 22201
Call (703) 527-2662
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Maimed and the ·Wretched

.. Recruits Wanted"

"The World of David.Gilmour
Blythe (1815-1865)" opens at the
National Collection of Fine Arts,
Smithsonian
Institution,
on
October 17 and continues through
January II. This exhibition of 73
of his paintings, prints, drawings
and sculptures also includes several works by his contemporaries.
An important social and political
satirist, Blythe was an assured but
bitterly
disillusioned
man who
considered society's vision of itself false. His strict Presbyterian
and Know-Nothing
political be-'
Iiefs-fed
by the social hypocrisy
and corruption of Pittsburgh,
his
adopted city-gave
his paintings a
pointed moral fervor.
By the early I 850's, his genre
. characters and scenes were broadly humorous
with their tone becoming increasingly satirical. He
often painted children who were
more fearful than pitiable, seemingly endowed with a natural evil.
In the decade preceding the Civil
War"he created large-scale painted cartoons and, during that war,
a series of major
interpretive
paintings.
"In an age that prized the
consolation
of sentiment,
David
Gilmour Blythe was cursed with
an eye that distrusted all blandishments and found little to regard
with satisfaction,"
Dr. Joshua C.
Taylor, NCFA Director, writes in
the foreword -to
exhibition
publication.
" ... 'In
a
rather remarkable
way, he combined the inner .assurance
of a
confirmed
mystic with a pragmatic, disillusioned
vision of the'
resistantly material world around
him.
Unlike
a true religious
zealot, he seems never, to have
glimpsed the glory of salvation,
but found
himself inextricably

byDavid Gilmour BJ)lthe
.

.

Alternative Business Systems
announces

-GRAND OPENINGat

Parklane. Buil_~i.ng
20251 Street, N.W.
, Suite 112

I

"tne

We specialize-in Manuscript Typing
Studen.t Discount & Rush Service Available

,887·0771
$1.0

mired iri a paradise already lost.
live in a world circumscribed
by
". .. In his personal disilluevil, mingling his sense of persionment,
he responded
most
sonal tragedy with a view of the
readily
to the
maimed
and
world gone wrong."
wretched of society as if even a
The profusely illustrated paperglimpse
of
salvation
might
bound book accompanying
the
destroy his soul. Even his porexhibition
includes
a catalog
traits of the successful and the raisonne by Dr. Bruce Chambers,
well fed show little promise for a Guest Curator of the exhibition
bounteous
future; in their way,
and Director of the University of
his proper sitters are as much
Iowa Museum of Art.
trapped in the coils of flesh as his
Following its showing at the
mindless children.
Yet Blythe's
NCFA,
The
exhibition
bitterness stemmed from a posiwill
be
circulated
to
tive belief, a belief in his own the Memorial
Art Gallery of the
'capacities
and the potential vir- University of Rochester, in New
tues of the constitutional
order of York from February 7 through
the United States. In the developMarch 29 and to the Museum of
ment of both he encountered only Art, Carnegie Institute, in Pittsfrustration.
He saw himself as a burgh from May 9 through July
man betrayed in a country that
5.
had betrayed
itself. If he had
The National
Collection
of
begun with a Utopian dream, it .Fine Arts is at 8th and G Streets,
was early shattered-by
fate as N.W.-at
Gallery Place Metro
well as by the viciousness of his station-and
is open every day of
fellow men. Disillusioned by the the week from 10 a.m. to 5:30
promise of goodness, he chose to p.m. Admission is free.

.Expi ration Date:',11 /14/80

PERSONALIZED AUTOMA TICAL.LY
TYPED COVER LETTERS
to accompany your resumes
Each letter and matching envelope separately typed
with law firm's name and address :

one
100 page LETTERS
with matching addressed envelopes

$49.50

"The Wine Taster"

by David Gilmour Bly the

for

regularly $75.00

Use your list.or choose potential employees
from our 1980 Martindale-Hubbell

Law Directory

Cranes Bond, a fine 100% cotton fibre pap~r,
and other high quality papers with matching
envelopes are available at

a small

additional charge

Charles E. Simon and Company
"A better letter shop."
1725 K Street, N.W. Suite 602

VISA

)

near the Farragut Metro stops

857-0007

MASTERCHARGE

./

../
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Louis XI and Carter:

Parallel Historical Figures

Louis XI and. Jimmy Carter are'
historical analogues; They stand,
together as unrecognized; unconscious visionaries of decay and
rebirth.
. Superficially, . they 'are both
ineffective, indecisive rulers faced
with crises they are unable to
master. Philippe de Commyne,
the great fifteenth century French
historian, described Louis XI in
.terms that are reminiscerit of
Carter: a religious man, pious in
manner and yet given to outbursts
of vindicteness.
Distrustful of
the establishment, Louis, ·like
Carter, turned directly to the
populace for support, offering
policies that were consistentonly
in their popularity. . His continuous shifting between contradictory positions, his evasive
manner, and his success in entrapping the populace earned him the
nickname "the universal spider."
.
From Commyne: "of "I the ,
princes that I ever knew, the most, •
dexterous to extricate himself out
of any danger or difficulty in time
of adversity, was our master King
Louis XL"
Louis XI was also burdened
with the friendship of nidgets"
and alcoholics whom he felt compelled to award with high government office. Has any modern
commentator offered a more
appropriate description of Lance,
Jordan et. aI. than is found in
Commyne's denunciation of the
advisers of Louis XI: "they are
Continued from page]
brought up to do nothing but
that the press has done a "stinky"
make themselves ridiculous, both
job of covering the election. Press
in their clothes and discourse;
they have no knowledge of letters; , coverage tends to be hit and run
no wise manis suffered to come and doesn't work very well,
according to Woodward. "Carter
near them, to improve their
taking a walk down Pennsylvania
understandings; and if they came
Avenue on inauguration day was
to apply their minds to business,
equivalent to the parting of the
and attempt to manage their own
Red Sea, according to the press."
affairs, they could make nothing
Bob Woodward had this to say
of it."
.
on the Camp David agreements:
Behind their incompetent .ad"If you had been locked in a.
ministrations, there lies ironically
the ruler's unerring sense of room for 13 days with Jimmy
inevitable transitions and of the Carter, you would have signed
anything, too. ..
disruption that would accompany
Woodward thinks that the press
dogmatism in the face of change.
is just as super-sensitive to bad
Louis XI was the last French king
publicity as any other group. He
of the Middle Ages. While other
explained that his co-author Scott
members of the French aristocracy desperately grasped at the Armstrong was thinking of doing
passing feudal order,
Louis his next book on the publishing'
anticipated the rise of capitalism,
industry. His publisher said he
set about easing its entry into had a great title-"My
Last
France, and went so far as to ad- Book."
monish aristocrats to abandon
During the question and answer
their
squeamish
reluctance ~ period, Dean Barron asked Bob

lIIus. T .Broad

towards the affairs of business if .
they were to survive. The aptitude
of Louis' administration
lay,
therefore, in his reception to .tlte .
contradictory forces of his. time.
A byproduct of this aptitude was
the indecisive, venial Court per-,
ceived by Commyne.
The world now faces an analogous transition and' dissolution
of world order. The structure and'
con co m itan t security once provided by Soviet and American
domination of the world is now at
an end. The world is becoming
what Hedley Bull has termed an
"anarchical society," The war
between Iraq and Iran (or for that
matter, the seizure of hostages) is
the totem of this transition. ~
the conflict in the Mid-East
threatens
the: West's
energy
supply, the U.S. is incapable of
acting, not because it lacks the
weapons, but rather because it
has too many. What, in fact,
keeps the U.S. from intervening is
the fear that the Russians or some'
other nuclear power will become
involved and that escalation will
lead to holocaust by fire. The
irony of U.S: foreign policy is
thus unmasked: afraid of anni\. hilation, we ate rendered impo. tent by the very weapons that we
are convinced give us our power.
The superpowers have thus

realized their technological comeuppance and must riow accomodate themselves to consequences
of the fragmentatIon of' world
power. Carter senses this if only
unconsciously. Every aspect of
his foreign. policy speaks to bringing America into the 'new world
order. The Panama Canal Treaty
and the supplying of nuclear
weapons to India while simultaneously imposing limitations on
American and. Soviet weaponry
are evidence of Carter's receptiveness and encouragement of the
democratization of world power.
Reagan is, of course, the antithesis: Principled (albeit, perversely); rigid, and obsessed with
the status quo. To insist upon in-creased arms spending, to reignite
the Soviet-American arms race, to
unthinkingly resist the demands
of the "Third World" is to ignore
the ongoing realignment of world
power. It is to scoff perilously at
those who are now our equals.
Reagan in his insistance on ready,
principled decisions stands like
Louis' 15th century courtiers who
pshawed the rise of capitalism.
Following such blind bombast has
always proved calamitous.
• (Editor's Note: Nidget - 1) a
man sent to get the mid-wife, 2) a
fool.)
,

Dean Barron Endorses Non-Lawyer on Court ~

lran s <!tnmtr,cont.
f

Continued from page 3
difficult age. Literary critic, and former New Republic editor, Malcolm Cowley, in a new book about the 1930's, the aptly named,
THE DREA OF THE GOLDEN MOUNTAINS, describes how
many of his contemporaries of nearly fifty years ago chose, uncritically but passionately, radicalism, only to find disillusion in the
end when their Marxist god failed.
I wonder if the adversary method itself with its emphasis on dexterity in taking positions-in being able to argue one cause one day
and its opposite another, is responsible to some extent for the inability to be committed on the part of some young lawyers. In law
school, students search for gO;()dcourses; in their lives after law
school, they search for good lives. At least, they are questing. But
the questions they raise show that we ought to ask fundamental
questions in law school and at least try to formulate some answers
for them. Students sometimes say that there is not enough emphasis
I on the black letter law in law schools. But I find that many times the
bUick letter is not remembered-what is remembered are the large
issues that were raised and the large ones that were not.
--\
Jerome A. Barron
1
..
Dean

Woodward whether he was concerned that he might be holding
the Justices to too high a stanc.latd-t)t;tLQL1IltLPlatonic Ouar-'
dians. Woodward answered that
he did not think we had to elevate
the standard too high to bring it
above what had been written in
some of the memos he had seen.
"You all are of the opinion that
you can't expect much more than
what was in The Brethern. Do you
all have such low expectations?"
Woodward asked the audience.
One student asked whether it
was really necessary to drag all
the details of past decisions
through the dirt. After all, everybody knows Burger has these"
opinions.
Woodward snapped back at
this suggestion. "No! That's like

saying I knew Nixon was a crook.
But, no, yOU didn't know. You
might have suspected that he was
a crook. But, you didn't know."
Woodward was highly critical
of the judicial system. In his
mind, the courts are too isolated
from what goes on in the world
around them. Woodward observed, "Judges can only deal
. with lawyers and paper. Both are
very sterile."
Judges, especially the Supreme
Court Justices, end up being
policy makers for issues such as
pornography and abortion, that
are too hot for the legislature to
handle. According to Bob Woodward, Burger's attitude toward
pornography would be, "I think
it's time to put a little chill on
screwing in America." This has a

profound
effect on decisions
made in the Supreme Court.
One student asked whether
Woodward would favor placing a
non-lawyer on the Supreme Courtas a means of opening up the decision making process. Woodward
replied, "I would have no objection. Lawyers have done such a
lousy-job we probably should give
someone else a chance." Dean
Barron also. endorsed the idea.
For the deathly curious, Bob
Woodward was asked at dinner
after his speech whether the
identity of Deep Throat would
ever be revealed. He replied that
Deep Throat would reveal his
identity, when he felt he was
ready. Woodward would not
betray his trust. Sorry, kids, no
scoop on this one.
'

-Cooley Memorial Run
by Peter Duncan
It is morning. Barely. The plan-

with Marilyn Park riding shotgun
for the leaders' on her bicycle.
ners of this race have forgotten
Soon after the start, the Park Pothat the clocks are supposed to be lice informed race officials that
set back an hour. Coupled with another race would be conducted
the fact that they told people to: on the same turf at the same time.
show up at both ';00 and 9:00, it This race was lucky enough to
is conceivable that runners will have a two-car police escort. As a
show up at three different times.
result, the lead runners of The
Miraculously, they do not. Fif- Mike Cooley found themselves
teen stolid souls met at the tip of
not only running avainst another
Hain's point at 8:00 a.m., DSt.
race, but threading between their
Representatives from the law police escort as well. As Buffalo
school, the med school and the Bob Radler would say, this was
general public appeared to par- clearly race discrimination. Ugh.
ticipate in the annual race started
Our racers fared rather well
by Mike Cooley.
notwithstanding.
Two Medical
It was even colder than last
Students, Brent Fox and Jim
year. Unofficial estimates gauged Roberts, finished in a tie for first
the temperature at slightly under place in the 6.2 mile 'run with a
40 degrees. Together with a time of 37:21. For those of you
Southwest wind of 15 mph, that without calculators, that works
made things a bit chilly.
out to a pace of six minutes flat.
Undaunted, the runners assem- Second place in the men's fivision
bled at the starting line. Brewmas- w.as Jim Wilkins with a 38:31.
tel' Bob Radler started them off, FIrSt .place in the women's divi-

sion was -Peg McCarberg with a
50:42.
Winning the women's 3.1 mile
race was our own Professor Mary
Cheh with a time of 25:41. Second was Carol Mendelsohn, nine
seconds back with a 25:50. First
in the men's division was Larry
Goldberg at 22:18. Second was
Ron Kaufman at 23: 11.
Note that not a single law student placed in the race. Several
med school representatives fairly
. hooted with delight at this result.
Another race is being planned for
the spring to generate money for
the Mike Cooley Memorial Fund,
and-to rectify this development.
Additional thanks go to Barb
Walsh and Jan Rehberg, who assisted in managing the race and
thawing out runners. Peter Duncan dressed warmly and wrote
this article.
Other law school runners were
Ed Byrne and Jim Phillips.

